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Though the American Revolution began because the colonies wanted inevitable arrived when after nearly five constant
years of American colonist protesting.

Some argue that the economic impact was minimal on the colonists, [3] [4] but the political friction which the
acts triggered was more serious, as the merchants most directly affected were most politically active. He said
that local governments had raised, outfitted, and paid 25, soldiers to fight Franceâ€”as many as Britain itself
sentâ€”and spent many millions from American treasuries doing so in the French and Indian War alone. In
October, the British finally launched an attack on Brooklyn and Manhattan. Unlike American Civil War
casualties which were published in newspapers, Revolutionary War casualty reports are found in local town
histories; [2] [3] total casualties of the Revolution are rough estimates. Many Loyalists fled to Canada. The
main reason the colonies started rebelling against 'mother England' was the taxation issue. Members of the
colonies were constantly being punished by the British for rioting, which made them even angrier. The battle
was won by the British. While some argue the actions taken by American Patriots were completely radical,
one can understand that, while this is truly an unprecedented event, it is also quite justifiable. Between and ,
the Rev. The shot at Lexington marked the first blood spilled in the war of the American independence Ward,
3. Anticipating the later federal constitution, Massachusetts established a three-branch government based on
checks and balances between the branches. In , Parliament passed the Regulating Act, which effectively put
the troubled company under government control. The official government of the United States was defined
through the Articles of Confederation on March 2,  Some colonists went to England, where they were
strangers and outsiders in what they had thought of as their mother country. He is also one of the seven people
to be awarded honorary United States citizenship. When the First Continental Congress decided to boycott
British products, the colonial and local Committees took charge, examining merchant records and publishing
the names of merchants who attempted to defy the boycott by importing British goods. These worksheets are
cross-curricular and can be used in Social Studies as well in English Language Arts. The civilians treated the
newly arrived Redcoats as invaders by taunting them. However, in , the British had held Philadelphia and New
York and yet still weakened their position. So he developed his own logic of warfare that involved smaller,
more frequent skirmishes and avoided major engagements that would risk his entire army. Salem was not
alone, but many more slaves seized on the tumult of war to run away and secure their own freedom directly.
Giving up his role as Commander-in-Chief of the Army insured that civilian rule would define the new nation,
and that a republic would be set in place rather than a dictatorship. Behind them, Mother Britannia weeps
helplessly, while France and Spain look on. On the evening of March 5, , a crowd gathered outside the Custom
House and began hurling insults, snowballs, and perhaps more at the young sentry. John Trumbull, Surrender
of Lord Cornwallis,  With no one to distribute the stamps, the act became unenforceable. In Somerset v
Stewart, James Somerset sued for his freedom, and the court not only granted it but also undercut the very
legality of slavery on the British mainland. This angered the colonists seeing the move as as a tax indirectly
funding one British company. The Congress itself exercised sovereign powers Ward,  Top Questions What
was the American Revolution? Until early in the conflict was a civil war within the British Empire , but
afterward it became an international war as France in and Spain in joined the colonies against Britain. British
motives for offering freedom were practical rather than humanitarian, but the proclamation was the first mass
emancipation of enslaved people in American history. The war followed more than a decade of growing
estrangement between the British crown and a large and influential segment of its North American colonies
that was caused by British attempts to assert greater control over colonial affairs after having long adhered to a
policy of salutary neglect. Women will demand a vote. This was the first effort of the colonies to unite and
make a single government. The page booklet was written by Thomas Paine and encouraged the citizens of the
13 British colonies to gain independence from the British Crown. The event quickly came to be called the
Boston Massacre. The desire to purchase British goods meshed with the desire to enjoy British liberties. This
First Continental Congress did not go so far as to demand independence from Britain, but it denounced
taxation without representation, as well as the maintenance of the British army in the colonies without their
consent. The agitation of so many helped elicit responses from both Britain and the colonial elites. The
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Continental Army took severe losses before retreating through New Jersey.


